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27 October 1998 – Meeting of the Joint Body in Zagreb

11 December 1998 – Meeting of the Joint Body in Dubrovnik (final decision)

INAgip
North Adriatic and Aiza – Laura Contract Areas

Fig. 1 Ivana A Natural Gas Production Platform and Ivana K Natural Gas Compression Platform
Ivana A - The under-sea pipeline for hydrocarbon transfer

- September 1998 – Mutual Notification
- Zagreb - October 1998 Consultation (CA + Experts). “Joint body” was Set up
- October 1998 Public hearing in Croatia and Italy
Ivana A field - The under-sea pipeline for hydrocarbon transfer

- December 1998 – **meeting of the Joint Body in Dubrovnik** (Mutual aproval of the joint project)
Katarina & Marica rigs – Barbara rig and the under-sea pipeline for hydrocarbon transfer

Reciprocal formal notifications

- 20 December 2002 – notification by the Republic of Italy
- 28 February 2003 – notification by the Republic of Croatia
Katarina & Marica rigs – Barbara rig and the under-sea pipeline for hydrocarbon transfer

Countries agreed to communicate by Point of contact
Katarina & Marica rigs – Barbara rig and the under-sea pipeline for hydrocarbon transfer

- February 2003: Public hearing in both countries
- 26. 02. 2003: Completion of national procedures
- April 2003: CA & Expert meeting in Rome; Italy asked for the additional investigations for Croatian part of the project
October 2003 – Italy issued a consent for Croatian part of the project. Croatia issued a consent previously.
Field ANAMARIA

Notification

- 19 march 2008 – Notification by Italy (CO) for Anamarija B field project

Preliminary notification

- 15 april 2008 – Preliminary notification by Republic of Croatia (CO) for a project of 6 new platforms in field „Northern Adriatic“
Field „Northern Adriatic“ (PLATFORMS – IKA SW A, IKA SW B, IDA D, IKA C, ANDREINA and RAVENNA A)

CONSULTATION

- 15 May 2008 – consultation in Rome between the Republic of Italy and Republic of Croatia. Bot project has been discussed.
Field „Northern Adriatic“ (PLATFORMS – IKA SW A, IKA SW B, IDA D, IKA C, ANDREINA and RAVENNA A)

Consultation in Rome
1. Croatia will inform its public with Anamaria-B project.
2. Croatia will make notification for Anamaria-A project
3. Both countries will set up joint group of expert to review and discuss the results of monitoring established for previous two joint projects. The group would propose the new monitoring programme.